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“From developing leading-edge equipment and technologies, to
deploying purpose-built extraction and processing centres, WorldClass is uniquely positioned to satisfy the needs of the rapidly evolving
cannabis and hemp industry.”
- Rosy Mondin, CEO
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER & FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This investor presentation dated March 2020 (the “Presentation”) contains “forward- looking information” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities
laws and “forward looking statements” within the meaning of the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (collectively, “Forward Looking
Statements”) regarding World-Class Extractions (“World-Class Extractions” or the “Company”) and its subsidiaries. Except for statements of historical fact, certain
information contained herein constitutes forward-looking statements which include management’s assessment of future plans and operations and are based
on current internal expectations, estimates, projections, assumptions and beliefs, which may prove to be incorrect. Often, but not always, forward- looking
statements can be identified by the use of words and phrases such as “estimates”, “forecasts”, “projection” “anticipates”, “believes” “expects” or “is expected”, or
“plans”, “intends”, “budgets”, “goals”, “objectives”, “targets”, or “scheduled” or variations (including negative variations) of such words and phrases, or statements
that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “should”, “would”, “might” or “will” be taken, occur or be achieved. Forward- looking statements are based
on the opinions and estimates of management as of the date such statements are made and are based on various assumptions such as: (i) the Company’s ability
to generate cash flow from operations and obtain necessary financing on acceptable terms; (ii) general economic, financial market, regulatory and political
conditions in which the Company operates; (iii) consumer interest in Company products; (iv) anticipated and unanticipated costs; (v) government regulation
of the Company’s activities and products; (vi) the timely receipt of any required regulatory approvals; (vii) the Company’s ability to obtain qualified staff,
equipment and services in a timely and cost efficient manner; the Company’s ability to conduct operations in a safe, efficient and effective manner; (viii) and the
Company’s construction plans, expansion of facilities, its costs and time-frame for completion of such plans. Forward- looking statements are not guarantees
of future performance and undue reliance should not be placed on them. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other factors, which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of World-Class Extractions to be materially different from any future results,
performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. Many of these risk factors and uncertainties are discussed in certain
Company documents, in a section entitled “Risk Factors”, and filed with the Canadian Securities Administrators which are available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.
Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those described in
forward- looking statements, there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results to differ from those anticipated, estimated or intended. Forwardlooking statements contained herein are made as of the date of this Presentation and the Company disclaims any obligation to update any forward-looking
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or results, except as may be required by applicable securities laws. There can be no assurance
that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements.
Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward- looking statements. Securities Laws. This Presentation is for informational purposes and
does not constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer to purchase the securities referred to herein. No Reproduction or Distribution: The contents of this
presentation are not to be reproduced or distributed to any third party, including the general public or the media, without the express written consent of WorldClass Extractions. The information contained herein, while obtained from available sources which the Company believes are reliable, is not guaranteed as to
its accuracy or completeness. Third Party Information: Certain information contained in this Presentation with respect to market trends and products has been
obtained or quoted from publicly available sources, such as continuous disclosure documents, independent publications, media articles, third party websites
(collectively, the “Publications”). In certain cases, these sources make no representations as to the reliability of the information they publish. Further, the analyses
and opinions reflected in these Publications are subject to a series of assumptions about future events. There are a number of factors that can cause the results to
differ materially from those described in these publications. None of the Company or its representatives independently verified the accuracy or completeness of
the information contained in the Publications or assume any responsibility for the completeness or accuracy of the information derived from these Publications.
Additional Information: Additional information relating to the Company has been filed electronically through SEDAR and is available online at www.sedar.com or
at www.worldclassextractions.com.
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WORLD-CLASS AT A GLANCE
World-Class is an innovation-driven company
deploying and operating extraction and
processing centres for cannabis and hemp.
We focus on optimizing equipment and
technologies to maximize production
throughput and cost reductions for
competitive performance.

Continuous
Revenue Streams

Research & Development

Toll Processing
& White Labeling

Equipment Integration,
Adaptation & Development

Extraction &
Processing Services

CSE:PUMP

Strategic Alliances &
Joint Venture Partnerships
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EXTRACTS ARE THE FUTURE

Extracts are the Base
Ingredients

Fastest Growing
Segment

$136 Billion
Industry by 2028

Projected
CAD Demand

Extraction is the first
step in the production of
value-added products such
as oils, ancillaries, edibles,
topicals and beverages.

U.S. cannabis concentrate
sales are projected to hit
$8.4B by 2022, expected
to match forecasted
flower sales.1

European cannabis
market predicted to
become $136B by
2028, 4x larger than
projected market
in the US2

Edibles = $1.6B
Beverages = $529M
Topicals = $174M
Concentrates = $140M
Tinctures = $116M
Capsules = $114M3

1
2
3

“The State of Legal Marijuana Markets, 6th Edition” Arcview Market Research and BDS Analytics, January 15, 2019
”The European Cannabis Report” January 2019 Edition 4, Prohibition Partners
“Nurturing new growth | Canada gets ready for Cannabis 2.0” Deloitte, A society in transition, an industry ready to bloom: 2018 cannabis report Source: Deloitte research
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PRODUCTION LINE - FROM GREEN TO GOLD
World-Class invests in the development, adaptation and integration of extraction and processing
equipment and technologies, offering significant competitive advantages, driving profitably for
clients and partners regardless of ever-changing market conditions (pricing).

Preparation

Extraction

Processing

Biomass loaded into
the BOSS or BEAST
for extraction.

Systems create crude
cannabis or hemp
oil by removing
active ingredients
from biomass.

Refining crude
to create refined
concentrate (raw oil),
the base ingredient for
value added products.

Formulation

Clean, consistent
products utilizing
cannabinoid
compounds and
terpenes.*

* Coming Soon.
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Hardware and
Packaging
Creating premium
consumer brands and
packaged goods for
the consumer market.
Edibles, topicals,
ingestibles, vape pens.*
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THE BOSS – CO2 EXTRACTION
The BOSS - most efficient for cannabis
extraction; built to run 3-shifts back-to-back

UP TO

200LBS*
PER DAY

Simplicity
• No supervision required set-up and run
• Quick load and unload

Innovation
• Plug and play set-up and train within a day
• Remote monitoring and control
smart phone and tablet

• Clean-in-Place No disassembly required
decreasing maintenance and ensuring
consistent performance

Quality
• High-capacity, capability of 45L-450L
for large scale extract production
• High-Performance/High-Resilience
built for continuous production
• Integrated Safety Features
ASME, CRN, and HAZOP verified

* Yields depend on starting material quality and concentration levels, running 3 shifts per day.
BOSS systems can be purchased through Soma Labs Scientific.
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SMALL BEAST – ETHANOL EXTRACTION
Small BEAST - for large-scale hemp extraction

Simplicity, Quality & Innovation

UP TO

2,000LBS*
PER DAY

• 3000L biomass feed hopper
• Biomass cooling with
Energy Recovery System

• Continuous flow extraction
with inline solvent recovery
and surge storage
• Advance filtration stacks

Safety & Compliance
• Includes an intrinsically
designed sensory system

• Compliant with GPP and GMP

• Equipped with proprietary
“Crossflow” ethanol maximizer
to operate within daily NFPA
ethanol limits

* Yields depend on starting material quality and concentration levels, BEAST series range from 1-10 tons per day.
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WORLD-CLASS PROCESSING CENTRES
Longstanding focus on R&D, applied sciences
and product application provides successful
solutions for the deployment and operations
of revenue-generating, purpose-built
facilities for cannabis and hemp
extraction and processing.

Toll
Processing

Contract
Manufacturing

US & International
Expansion

3rd party oil extraction
and processing for
licensees for a fee
beginning calendar
Q2/3 2020.* Formalizing
supply agreements
for tolling services.

White label services
to produce value-add
products made with
refined cannabis and
hemp oil, formulated and
packaged for third-party
brands (including
legacy brands).**

Negotiations to expand
our extraction and
processing facilities
to the US & Europe for
CBD extraction from
hemp, toll processing,
and branded product
manufacturing.

* The market entry targets are subject to market conditions, regulation and regulatory approval.
** Services deploying in mid-late 2020.
CSE:PUMP
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FV PHARMA INC.
Strategic alliance for revenue sharing capabilities.
Deploying an Extraction and Processing Centre under
FV Pharma’s Health Canada license.

Extraction Capacity
Initial extraction & processing capacity of up to 800LBS
(453KG) of biomass per day (4 BOSS CO2 systems). Additional
extraction equipment will be deployed to accommodate up
to 3,000LBS (1,360KGS) of biomass per day.

Toll Processing - Revenue Split
In addition to processing FSD’s biomass the strategic alliance
will offer toll processing extraction services to 3rd-party
licensees for a fee.

The Facility
Located in Cobourg, Ontario, FV’s facility features more
than 620,000 Sq. Ft. of existing indoor space of cultivation
and processing area.
FV Pharma is a wholly-owned subsidiary of FSD Pharma (CSE:HUGE)
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CANNTAB THERAPEUTICS
Deploying an Extraction & Processing Centre within Canntab’s facility
in Markham, Ontario. Strategic alliance for revenue sharing capabilities.

Standard Processing License
A leading developer of advanced, pharmaceutical grade formulations
of cannabinoids and terpenes. Canntab is in receipt of the following licenses:
Standard Processing, Sales (Medical), Research, and Industrial Hemp.

Deployment
World-Class will develop, deploy and manage a cannabis and hemp extraction
and processing facility at Canntab’s manufacturing centre in Markham, Ontario.
Deploying 2 BOSS CO2 systems and all the peripheral equipment required
for the production of oil - from preparation of biomass to final oil refinement.

Toll Processing - Revenue Split
World-Class will generate revenue by providing extraction and processing
services for third-party license holders. Production capacity of up to 220KG
of biomass, to start.

CSE:PUMP
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NUTRALIFE HOLDINGS
TM

Deployment of a hemp extraction
and processing facility in Imperial
County, California.

Two Stage Deployment
Stage One - cultivation of 80 acres of hemp. World-Class will assist
in drying and delivering for extraction.
Stage Two - initial crop of 400 acres of hemp, progressively cultivating
up to 1,900 acres.
Joint Venture will be paid a processing fee equal to 1/3 of the fair market
value of the extracted product.
Nutralife will own 60% and World-Class 40% of the Joint Venture. JV will
be paid a processing fee equal to 1/3 of the fair market value of the
extracted product.
Nutralife is an affiliate of Nutralife Wellness, a leading manufacturer and
vendor of hemp-derived products. nutralifewellness.com

Imperial County
Hemp-farming dating back to 1917 with ideal climate & growing conditions
allowing for 2-crops/year (where other states/counties grow 1).
Based on two crops per year, annual production of up to 3,800,000KG
of extracted biomass, which could yield between 225,000KG to 350,000KG
of hemp oil distillate or hemp oil isolate.
CSE:PUMP
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BRAND & PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
World-Class Processing Centers will develop, produce, and distribute a wide variety of cannabis
and hemp concentrates, and value-added products.
Oil Refinery

(wholesale distribution)
currently deploying

Ingestibles

(capsules, pill-forms)

market entry targeted for mid-2020

WORLD-CLASS
PROCESSING
CENTRES

Vaporization
(vape pens)

Hardware sales since 2017
Filled vape pen market entry mid-2020*

Topicals

(creams, serums, balms)
market entry targeted for late-2020

Edibles

(cookies, candies, chocolates)
market entry targeted for early-mid-2021

Note: The market entry targets are subject to market conditions, regulation and regulatory approval.

* R&D vape pen hardware design and sales since 2017 market entry into filled vape pens through white labelling services targeted for mid-2020.
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STRATEGICALLY INVESTED IN R&D
World-Class is at the frontier of extraction engineering and applied sciences providing a road-map for
all engineering and development activities. Our teams continuously engage in ongoing R&D to identify
and develop innovative solutions for equipment and processing technologies, refinement and product
development.

Oil Production

Hands on Experience

Innovating CO2 and ethanol extraction
since 2014. Ongoing R&D includes
pre-processing (biomass preparation),
ultrasound, water-based extraction, and
remediation technologies.

We engineer, develop, integrate,
adapt and automate our equipment
and processes utilizing applied
cannabis and hemp science.

Crude Processing & Oil Refinement

Vape Hardware & Formulations

Refinement is an advanced expertise. Our
refinement techniques produce premium
concentrates and isolates, including THC,
CBD, and full-spectrum oils.

Mastering the art and science of pairing
specific concentrates and formulations
with the right hardware.

CSE:PUMP
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WORLD-CLASS SUBSIDIARIES
World-Class operates through two wholly-owned subsidiaries:

Soma Labs Scientific is a leading-edge designer,
manufacturer, and supplier of innovative extraction
and processing equipment and solutions. Combining
Soma-engineered and industry standard equipment,
Soma Labs works with strategic industry partners
to design and establish scalable extraction and
processing facilities for cannabis and hemp
oil production.

CSE:PUMP

Greenmantle Products specializes in cannabis product
development with expertise in vape hardware design,
formulation science, and packaging. GMP has curated a
diverse array of ancillary products and service offerings to
provide customized strategic solutions for emerging market
demands. Combined experience in extract science, product
manufacturing, design and distribution allows GMP to offer
unique insight and guidance to World-Class partners.
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INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
Strategically Positioned

Diversified Revenue Model

Structured to capitalize on growing market
demand, leveraging established relationships
with license holders.

Advanced & scalable cannabis and hemp
extraction and processing; currently deploying
toll processing services; expanding to
include contract manufacturing services for
independent third party brands (including
legacy brands).

Commercialized Processes

Hemp Oil Extraction

Manufacturing extraction equipment and
developing processing methodology since
2014. Proven systems for extraction, compound
isolation, formulation and product development.

With a capacity of up to 2,000LBS per day, the
Small BEAST gives World-Class a competitive
advantage for industrial-scale ethanol extraction
for CBD oil from hemp.

R&D Industry Pioneers

Strong Leadership

Continuous in-house R&D providing first-mover
advantage and frontline cannabis expertise.
Over 20-years cumulative hands-on experience.

As the first female CEO of a publicly-traded
cannabis company and a renowned advocate,
Rosy Mondin’s experience brings trust and
credibility as an industry pioneer.

CSE:PUMP
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KEY MILESTONES

June 2019

2018

Hardware Sales
Greenmantle
Sales of $430K
in 2018

WCE & Quadron Cannatech
Merger of WCE & QCC

Pending

2028

$136B European Market
Predicted to become $136B
by 2028, 4x larger than
projected market in the US*

Canntab Deployment
Extraction and processing,
and third party tolling services

FV Pharma Inc.
Deployment
Extraction and
processing; third
party tolling services.

WCE Secures $23M PP
Funds secured for
merger

April 2019

Early 2020

Nutralife Deployment
(Imperial County, California)
Establishing a joint venture to
develop, manage and operate a
hemp extraction and processing
facility to extract hemp oil from
hemp biomass
Mid-2020

World-Class International
Extraction and Processing
Centres - targeting EU
deployment for hemp
processing

2021

* “The European Cannabis Report” January 2019 Edition 4, Prohibition Partners
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COMPARABLES
3rd Party
Extractors

World-Class
Extractions*

# of Toll
Processing
Agreements

Annual Extraction /
Processing Capacity

# of Extraction
Methods

White Label
Partnerships
for Product
Development

Market
Capitalization
CAD

0*

Up to

2

Anticipated Strategy
for 2020

18M

1,168,000LBS
(529,795.89KGS)
of biomass**

Valens
Groworks

10

425,000KG

5

8

402M

Medipharm
Labs

7

300,000KG

1

4

334M

Nextleaf
Solutions

1

100,000KG

1

1

30M

Radient
Technologies

2

56,000KG

1

0

93M

Neptune Wellness
Solutions

3

30,000KG

2

1

255M

Data sourced from company presentations and news releases. Market Cap as of March 5, 2020.
* Based on 2 Processing Centres fully operating in Canada.
** Based on 6 BOSS CO2 systems and 1 Small BEAST ethanol system operating at maximum capacity.
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE

Shares Outstanding

600,196,572

Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding

697,985,190

Market Cap

18M

Total Stock Options

48,655,000

Cash

10.1M CAD

Debt

0

Total Warrants

*
**

49,121,116

30 Day Avg Volume

1,019,405

*		 Market Cap based on the closing market price at the end of the trading day on
March 5, 2020.
** Cash Balance and share structure as of October 31, 2019.
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT
Rosy Mondin

Leo Chamberland

With over 20 years of legal and
entrepreneurial experience,
Ms. Mondin has launched and
managed public companies as well
as start-ups and served as strategic
advisor for companies involved in
the cultivation, processing, testing,
distribution/retail, and safe use of
legal cannabis.

With over 30 years experience
in leadership, finance, business
development and operations,
Mr. Chamberland brings extensive
senior leadership and finance
expertise to World-Class Extractions.

CEO, World-Class Extractions Inc.
Co-founder, Soma Labs Scientific Inc.

President, World-Class Extractions Inc.
Co-founder, Soma Labs Scientific Inc.

In 2014, Rosy co-founded Soma Labs
Scientific Inc. which amalgamated
to form Quadron Cannatech Corp.
In January 2017 Quadron listed with
the CSE, making Rosy the world’s
first female founder and CEO of a
publicly traded cannabis company.
In addition, Ms. Mondin co-founded
the Cannabis Trade Alliance of
Canada (CTAC) and worked
extensively as a leading advocate
for the legalization of cannabis in
Canada - working extensively with
all levels of government, including
the Senate of Canada. Rosy won
the inaugural ‘Woman in Weed
– Trailblazer’ Award at the 2018
Canadian Cannabis Awards and
has been featured as one of the
most influential women in the
cannabis space.

Leo held numerous executive
positions in successful private and
public Canadian companies and has
been involved in numerous private
company acquisitions, mergers and
integrations. His skills in negotiation
and strategic development will
enable World-Class Extractions
to leverage partnerships and
accelerate expansion.
Mr. Chamberland’s strategic vision
enabled him to focus on developing
advanced extraction systems and
solutions by co-founding Soma Labs
Scientific Inc. in 2014.

CSE:PUMP

Zara Kanji

Shane Lander

Over 15 years experience in
providing financial leadership,
compliance and consulting services
to private and public entities. Zara
served as a controller for a marketing
company, as an accountant in public
practice for a CA firm, a CGA firm
and as an analyst for a pension fund.
Zara has served as director and
officer for several listed issuers and
has been part of teams that have
facilitated several financings and
acquisition transactions.

With over 30 years of business
experience as an innovator and
successful entrepreneur Mr. Lander
was the driving force behind the
conceptualization, design and build
of the BOSS CO2 Extraction System.
Mr. Lander is the CEO of Odorchem
Manufacturing Corp., a manufacturer
and distributor of ‘ONA’, the largest
known odor abatement product
specifically formulated for cannabis
for 22 years.

CFO, World-Class Extractions Inc.

Ms. Kanji is passionate about
financial literacy and regularly
provides presentations for
entrepreneurs, start-ups, women’s
groups and new Canadians and
is a Member of CPA BC and CPA
Canada. Zara holds a Bachelor of
Technology in Accounting and a
Diploma in Corporate Finance.
Zara’s diversified financial expertise
adds substantial intellectual and
leadership value to World-Class
Extractions management team and
strengthens the company’s position
to meet its financial goals.
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CIO - World-Class Extractions Inc.
Co-founder, Soma Labs Scientific Inc.

Mr. Lander has 15 years’ experience
working with supercritical CO2 and
25 years’ experience in mechanical
design and systems automation.
With a wealth of experience in
designing, building and executing
on efficient extraction systems in
the odor abatement or algae space,
Shane has proven himself over and
over to be an innovator, creating
engineering, energy and resource
efficiencies that will take our
technologies to the next level.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Anthony Durkacz

Rosy Mondin

CEO, World-Class Extractions Inc.
Co-founder, Soma Labs Scientific Inc.
Director, World-Class Extractions Inc.

Chair, World-Class Extractions Inc.
Founder & Executive Co-Chair,
FSD Pharma Inc.

Mr. Durkacz has experience in
financing, mergers and acquisitions
and structuring micro-cap companies
to go public. He a Co-Chair and a
Director of FSD Pharma Inc. and is a
Director and Executive Vice President
of First Republic Capital Corp. which
acted as lead finder in several of the
Company’s prior private placement
financings and has raised in excess of
$25M for the Company to date.
Mr. Durkacz previously held the
position of President of Capital
Ideas Investor Relations, Inc., CFO,
Treasurer & Secretary at Carthew
Bay Technologies Inc. and CFO,
Treasurer & Secretary at Astris Energi,
Inc. (a subsidiary of Carthew Bay
Technologies Inc.), Chief Financial
Officer & Head-Investor Relations
for Snipp Interactive, Inc. and Chief
Operating & Financial Officer for
MKU Canada, Inc. Mr. Durkacz holds
an Honours Bachelor of Business
Administration from Brock University
with a major in both Accounting
and Finance.

With over 20 years of legal and
entrepreneurial experience, Ms. Mondin
has launched and managed public
companies as well as start-ups and
served as strategic advisor for companies
involved in the cultivation, processing,
testing, distribution/retail, and safe use of
legal cannabis.
In 2014, Rosy co-founded Soma Labs
Scientific Inc. which amalgamated to form
Quadron Cannatech Corp. In January 2017
Quadron listed with the CSE, making Rosy
the world’s first female founder and CEO of
a publicly traded cannabis company.
In addition, Ms. Mondin co-founded
the Cannabis Trade Alliance of Canada
(CTAC) and worked extensively as a
leading advocate for the legalization of
cannabis in Canada - working extensively
with all levels of government, including
the Senate of Canada. Rosy won the
inaugural ‘Woman in Weed – Trailblazer’
Award at the 2018 Canadian Cannabis
Awards and has been featured as one
of the most influential women in the
cannabis space.
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Chand Jagpal

Donal Carroll

Mr. Jagpal has over 20 years of
experience in management, finance
and regulatory compliance in various
sectors such as medical cannabis,
agriculture, biotech, nutraceuticals,
real estate development and
business software systems industries

Over 20 years of corporate finance
leadership and public company
experience, as well as deep expertise
in syndicate investing both in equity
and debt securities. As the previous
CFO of World-Class Extractions,
Mr. Carroll offers a balance of
prudent financing practices and
unique insights allowing him to
successfully guide companies for
expansion and growth.

Director, World-Class Extractions Inc.

Chand was raised in British
Columbia’s blueberry industry and
has extensive knowledge of all facets
of the agriculture business. He had
previously served as Director and
CEO of Grand Peak Capital Corp., a
publicly listed Venture Capital Corp
investing in portfolio of Resource and
Technology Companies.
Mr. Jagpal has comprehensive
understanding of IP development
related to new technologies and
maintains close relationships with
federal and provincial government
funding agencies.
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Director, World-Class Extractions Inc.

Mr. Carroll was instrumental in major
restructuring activities, mergers and
acquisitions and the implementations
of new internal controls and ERP
systems with Danaher, Alberto Culver
(now Unilever and Cardinal Meats).
Resulting in significant efficiencies
through periods of substantial
change and strong company growth.
Mr. Carroll is also a Director of Bird
River Resources Inc. He holds a
CPA-CMA designation as well as a
Bachelor of Commerce degree from
University College Dublin (UCD).
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INVESTOR CONTACT
Christina Rao & Daniel Mogil
World-Class Investor Relations
1.604.723.7480
ir@worldclassextractions.com
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